Instructions for mounting to an enclosure

Package contains the following:

MCS-KEYPAD-DOOR - (Keypad mounted to metal frame)
#6-32 Kep Nut /W/Ext steel zinc toothwashers (8)

1. MCS-KEYPAD-DOOR is supplied mounted to a metal frame.

2. Remove the Kep nuts from the back of the keypad, set aside.

3. Place the MCS-KEYPAD-DOOR Template on your enclosure and mark area for cutting and drilling holes, template is available at;
   https://mcscontrols.com/micros.html#MCS-MAGNUM

4. Place keypad in place on your enclosure, and fasten the Kep nuts to secure the keypad to the enclosure.

5. Connect the MAG-KEYPAD-CABLE supplied with the MAG-MOUNT-KIT to the MCS-MAGNUM.

**CAUTION**

When mounting this unit, please do not pinch, crease or create sharp folds in ribbon cables.

Before installing, make sure the LCD ribbon cable is tucked in to avoid damaging when mounting.